Gauntlet Firewall and VPN 6.0
PGP Security, Protecting Your Privacy

Ultimate Security in One Comprehensive Software Solution
Your network…it’s never been more important, complex, and widespread. Today’s network is all about
business. It’s about sharing information—and helping your company succeed in a highly competitive
world. In today’s on-line economy, you need to ensure the integrity and privacy of all the data that
flows into and out of your network infrastructure—for all your users, regardless of location.
Gauntlet Firewall and Gauntlet Virtual Private Networking (VPN) help you meet these formidable
challenges—all in a single, comprehensive software solution that includes the award winning McAfee
Anti-Virus software, and SurfPatrol’s CyberPatrol. Compatible with existing infrastructures, this robust,
highly scalable package delivers a cost-effective, easy-to-deploy, and simple-to-manage solution that
can reside at single or multiple locations, making it ideal for small, medium, and large networks.

Features & Benefits
Gauntlet 6.0 lets you add,
modify, or delete firewall rules
quickly and easily.

Flexible Performance and Security
Gauntlet Firewall’s unique architecture supports the most extensive data inspection methods available
today. Including packet screening rules, application proxies, and adaptive proxies, Gauntlet Firewall
gives you unparalleled data inspection set-up flexibility. Now you can choose high-data throughput,
high security, or a combination of both, which saves you time and overall business costs when
designing and implementing a network security policy.
To balance lower-level security concerns with high data throughput needs, you can create packetscreening rules. Gauntlet Firewall supports both traditional “stateless” packet screening, as well as
new “forward with reply” packet screening. “Forward with reply” rules remember TCP/IP state
connections and once permitted by the rule, all subsequent packets for the connection flow through
the firewall until the rule is terminated. Packet-screening rules operate at the network layer of the
OSI seven-layer model using source, destination IPs, and ports, as well as protocol IDs, TCP/IP flags,
and hardware interfaces to determine if packets can pass through the firewall.

Choosing Security Policy Enforcement
For the utmost security, choose from more than 35 application proxies—the most offered in the
industry. Application proxies, transparent to users, authenticate and enforce protocols. Operating at
the application layer of the OSI seven-layer model, application proxies can enforce decisions based on
specific data, for example, file names, URLs, and sender and recipient names, rather than relying solely
upon packet headers as employed in packet-screening rules. This capability enables numerous
protective measures when viewing web sites, exchanging email, and transferring files between trusted
and untrusted sources using the HTTP, SMTP, and FTP application proxies, giving you the highest
possible level of security.

• Supports Solaris 8 (32-bit and 64-bit)
and HP-UX 11.0 (64-bit only)
• Single Rule View lets administrators
see-at-a-glance firewall security policies
• Single sign-on support provides one-time
user authentication for access to all
network services/applications
• Virtual client identity allows a remote
VPN user to access local applications
while outside the corporate network
• Tightly integrated Firewall and VPN
makes Gauntlet VPN configuration easy
• Enhanced McAfee Auto-Update function
provides automatic virus updates
• RTSP Proxy supports RealAudio G2 and
Apple QuickTime multimedia applications
• UDP Proxy support allows connectionlessoriented protocols to penetrate the
firewall without direct connection to
computers behind the firewall
• Enhanced McAfee scanning engine
improves anti-virus performance scanning
by 40 percent over previous versions
• Improves Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) performance by 10 percent over
previous versions
• Optional Global Enterprise Management
System (GEMS) enables global
deployment, administration, and
management of up to 500 firewalls/VPNs
from a single console

Delivering Expected Firewall
Capabilities—and More

Anti-virus Software to Protect Your
Network
Doing business in today’s on-line economy
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Integrating Data Privacy
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Masquerading to Protect Internal
Addresses
Gauntlet Firewall provides Internet Protocol
(IP) address masquerading to hide private
network IP addresses from the outside world.
It also converts illegal IP addresses on
facilitate Internet communications.

Platform Requirements
For Sun:
Solaris 8 32-bit operating system and 64-bit
operating system

•128 MB RAM minimum
•2 GB free disk space
• CD-ROM

For Hewlett Packard:
HP-UX 11.0 64-bit operating system
• HP PA-RISC system
• 256 MB RAM minimum
• 4 GB free disk space
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